Saturday
Having decided to remain at Sydney Airport because:
a) going into the city/leaving luggage/transport/food would cost
$100 dollars, probably more and
b) weather really disappointing –dull and rainy,
David came out to the airport after a day’s sailing and even treated
us to a salad tea (we had had a MacDonalds for lunch – that has to
be against all our principles!!): he probably thought ‘Poor desperate
poms!’ But he was as polite and charming as all the Ozzies we have
met, and we started to plan out the few days we will spend with him
in Sydney
later on,
before we
embark for
the cruise
home. The girl on the check–in desk was very
thorough, and checking our documents she
discovered that our Australian visas run out a
few hours after we return there. David thought
the idea of harbouring illegal immigrants
amusing.
So – our penultimate flight! Quite bumpy after take‐off through the south‐westerly’s and cloud cover –
Nick was welded to the window getting some great sunset and cloud cover shots. The coastline is that
of northern Tasmania as we were en route to Sydney
The approach into Christchurch was also bumpy and
New Zealand welcomed us with stringent enquiries.
Immigration gave up on us after awhile thinking we
were soft in the head, not knowing the name of our
motel or indeed many place names thereafter (Nick
had forgotten to transfer info from computer to hand‐
held, and the laptop ran out of power before he could
get the info from that!) Then there was a delightful
spaniel who padded diligently all over the luggage
carousel: It wasn’t quite as delightful having to fish
Nick’s walking boots (fresh from Cradle) out from the bottom of the giant holdall! They were declared
pristine! Final tasks were:
a) finding a connection for computer
b) getting NZ dollars and
c)finding a taxi to Avalon Motel (driver had been in media industry before big quake last year!)

Sleep did not come readily after all the excitement. We were both still awake for an hour when – the
room started to shudder and move – aaagh! We estimate it lasted for five to ten seconds but it takes
little to imagine the terror of a ‘biggie’ when things start falling down around you! It was, we have since
learned, just off‐shore with a 5.3 rating! We thought we were the only folk raised from sleep and
checking walls for cracks, but apparently not; the traffic continued to whizz by outside; there were no
sirens or suchlike! The last ones (a
swarm apparently – strange collective
noun) were on New Year’s Day – a fine
start for the New Year!
Sunday
A slow start after the drama of last
evening. Then not a great deal of time
as we had to move out of Avalon (no
rooms for tonight) and across the road
into the more expensive, Aotia Lodge,
run by an ex‐Londoner and his
Australian wife. Then we marched
down into the city, Nick anxious to explore the possibilities of buying a car. Not a huge amount of
evidence of last February’s devastating earthquake apart from buckled pavements until we came to the
Catholic Cathedral. The columns holding two angels aloft above the portico were still standing, but the
sides of the edifice had crumbled away. As
we were walking further and further from
our motel, and I anticipated a lot of
wearisome ‘trogging’, I left Nick to find the
specialist backpackers haunt for exchange
vehicles, cutting back into the city centre.
More and more evidence became apparent
and I learned more from a local who was
clearly pretty depressed with the state of
things. Many tall buildings in the centre
had ‘held up’ but were irretrievably
damaged. Some fine old buildings, which
looked sturdy had been cordoned off, and
building after building had a yellow sign prohibiting entrance. I saw nothing of the iconic Christ Church
Cathedral. According to the local paper, many want it rebuilt, whatever the cost, while others feel that
the money would be better spent on hospitals and social support for the community.
I had some time to walk through the very lovely Botanical Gardens with very English, beautifully cared
for flower beds, to the Museum, which thankfully has survived the carnage. I had just a half hour to see
the place, in which I could spend half a day, but elected to go to a special room. After the quake, some
local craft women started to send messages of hope to friends and relatives in the city.

The idea snowballed and
messages of hope to give
the city ‘heart’ came from
all over the world. They
have been collected and
displayed beautifully in a
gallery in the museum, a
few simple, even crude
efforts from children, and
others exquisite works of
art with moving messages.
I have confessed before
that I’m not often moved
to tears but I was certainly not far off.
I have just felt a jolt and wondered if it was a person putting a bag down above me, but Nick was out
walking and also felt it beneath his feet. Unnerving! Should we get the hell out? We are almost able to
do so, having decided on a Toyota which has been sort‐of cobbled into a mobile home, used by a young
Israeli couple(fresh from doing their two year National Service). They fly to Sydney tomorrow night.
Most important, the van has pretty much everything we need ( including fishing gear) and, particularly
important, a really comfortable bed, (plenty of storage under) on which Nick reclined when we were
given a lift back to the motel this
evening. The deal will be completed
tomorrow!
Monday/Tuesday
Discount Monday. Sorting finance for
van – it’s Wallis, not Wallace/Wally.
Nick says that’s obvious cos boats and
cars are always female! After the van,
then it was some shopping for
essentials which were not aboard, and
provisions.
We left Christchurch today with its
bulging, crumpled roads and pavements, its inventive container constructed Mall, but by the time we
reached the outskirts things were surprisingly normal and there were the distant mountains, fields of
golden wheat, paddocks with yellow buttercups, potatoes, vines. Then quite quickly the stunning
mountains were upon us with green foothills and alpine flowers;

I thought Julie Andrews would appear over the top, singing “The hills are alive......” The weather was
picture perfect, the road increasingly scarey(me), fun/challenging(Nick) There was increasing evidence
of snow on the tops. We arrived at Arthur’s Pass on the summit which was actually quite a wide valley.
Then onwards where precipitous gorges fell away below me and my stomach churned and occasioned
a spat – of course Nick drives safely, but why 80km/ph down windy passes and 70 along the flat coast
road!!
As we descended, the mountains were more wooded, more unidentifiable flowers, and stately foxgloves
and the river, milky blue winding its way through the stony valley floor when the route was not lined
with beautifully unusual trees. A fabulous day (for the most part) and we are now in Hokatika and
tonight we are on a site with showers and full kitchen facilities. Nick has moved Wallis to a space near
the toilet shower block should I need to fall/clamber out of the van in the night. Just about to start
supper having had an intriguing chat with Nikki, a musician, travelling with her photographer husband
and their children. They live in Hamilton, on North Island, and we have been invited to stay for a night
on our way through to Auckland

